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ON PARACOMPACTNESS IN FUNCTION SPACES
WITH THE COMPACT-OPEN TOPOLOGY

PAUL o'MEARA

Abstract. A k-network (P for a space X is a family of subsets of

X such that if CC U, with C compact and U open, then there is a

finite union R of members of (P such that CCLRQ U. An Ha-space is

a r3-space having a countable ¿-network and an it-space is a Tr

space having a <r-locally finite ¿-network. In this paper, it is shown

that if X is an No-space and F is a paracompact N-space, then

G(X, Y), with the compact-open topology is a paracompact

N-space. The result implies that if X is separable metric and Y is

metric, then G(X, Y) is paracompact.

The purpose of this paper is to show that certain function spaces

are paracompact. We shall introduce a class of spaces called N-spaces

which share many of the properties of E. Michael's No-spaces [3],

though an N-space need not be Lindelöf. The No-spaces can be charac-

terized as Lindelöf or hereditarily separable N-spaces [7]. Through-

out, e(X, Y) will denote the space of continuous functions from X

to Y equipped with the compact-open topology. Michael has shown

that if X and Y are No-spaces, then so is Q(X, Y). This theorem is

generalized in Theorem 1, which states that if X is an N0-space and

F is a paracompact N-space, then &(X, Y) is a paracompact N-space.

It is unknown whether the preceding statement is true when "para-

compact" is deleted.

Definition 1. A k-network (P for a space X is a family of subsets of

X such that if CC U, with C compact and U open in X, then there

is a finite union R of members of (P such that CERE U. A network (P

for a space X is a family of subsets of X such that if xEU, with U

open, then there is a P£(P such that xEPEU.

In the preceding definition of fe-network, if the finite union R is

replaced by a member P£(P, then (P is called a pseudobase for X.

Regular Pi-spaces with countable pseudobases (i.e., N0-spaces) and

spaces with c-locally finite networks (i.e., <r-spaces) have been in-

vestigated by E. Michael and A. Okuyama in [3] and [S], respec-

tively. Though a ^-network may not be a pseudobase, a space with a

countable ^-network also has a countable pseudobase.
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Definition 2. An espace is a regular 7Vspace with a tr-locally

finite A-network.

The class of S-spaces clearly contains all metric spaces and all

No-spaces. Moreover, each subspace of a (paracompact) N-space is a

(paracompact) N-space1 (just as each subspace of an N0-space is an

No-space).

The investigation of the properties of N-spaces has led to the prob-

lem of determining whether &{X, F) is an N-space whenever X is an

No-space and F is an N-space. The space 6(5,1), where 5 is the closed

unit interval with discrete topology and I is the usual unit interval,

is compact but not metrizable. It is known [8J that an N-space which

is either first countable or locally compact is metrizable. It is there-

fore clear that some restriction of the sort made above must be placed

on the space X, if Q(X, Y) is to be an N-space whenever Y is so.

Here, we settle the question for paracompact N-spaces and obtain

the added result that Q(X, Y) is also paracompact. If A QX and

BCY, then

W(A, B) = {f:fee(X, Y) and/U) C B).

Theorem 1. If Y is a paracompact espace and X is an espace,

then e(X, Y) is a paracompact espace.

The proof is accomplished by establishing the following lemmas,

the first of which incorporates the notion of a compact-covering map

(map = continuous function). A map f:S-*X is compact-covering if

each compact subset of X is the image of a compact subset of S.

Lemma 1. J//:5—>X is a compact-covering map and Y is any space,

then Q(X, Y) is homeomorphic to a subspace of Q(S, Y).

Proof. It is easily shown that the map <p\Q(X, Y)-+Q(S, Y) defined

by <p(g) =g of is a homeomorphism onto its range.

Since each N0-space is the compact-covering image of a separable

metric space [3, Theorem 11.4(b)], Lemma 1, together with our

earlier remark concerning the hereditary property of (paracompact)

N-spaces, enables us to replace the space X of Theorem 1 by a separa-

ble metric space.

Let S be a subbase for a space X and let S> be a <r-locally finite

1 The regularity requirement in Definition 2 allows us to assume (as we do here-

after) that the members of a ¿-network for an X-space are closed sets. Since locally

finite families have the closure preserving property and since an open subset of an

N-space is the union of the members a ¿-network contained in it, each open subset of

an N-space is an F,. The statement following Definition 2 now follows from [4, p. 836 ].
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family of subsets of X such that if CE UE&, with C compact, then

there is a finite union R of members of (P such that CEREU. We

call such a family (P (after Michael's S-pseudobase) an $-k-network.

The following is almost verbatim the same as Michael's [3, Lemma

5.1].

Lemma 2. Let X be a Hausdorff space and let S be a subbase for X.

Then X has a a-locally finite k-network iff it has a a-locally finite $-k-

network.

Proof. The necessity of the condition is immediate. To prove the

condition sufficient, suppose that (P = U„ea> (?n is a <r-locally finite

S-£-network for X. Let 9TC be the class of all finite subsets of w and

for each E£9H let 3(E) be the class of all finite intersections of

members of U{(P„:ra£P}. Then each 3(E) is locally finite so that

S = U{3(E):EE^il} is ff-locally finite. We shall show that SF is a
¿-network for X.

First suppose that CE UE($>, where C is compact and 03 is a base

for X consisting of all finite intersections of members of S. Then

t/ = D"=1 {5¿:5,Gs} and, for each ¿ = 1, 2, ■ • • , n, there is a finite

union Ri of members of (P such that CERíESí. Then CCfi"=i P.C U

and D"=1 Ri can be expressed as a finite union of members of 9\

Now for an arbitrary open set, the proof proceeds exactly as in

[3, Lemma 5.1].

It can be shown, using Lemma 2, that a countable product of

N-spaces is an N-space and it follows from [6, Theorems 2.9 and 4.7]

that if each factor is paracompact, then so is the product.

We shall need the following lemma which is again almost the same

as one of Michael's results incorporated in the proof given for [3,

Theorem 9.3].

Lemma 3. Let X be an R0-space with countable pseudobase (P and

let Y be an espace with a-locally finite k-network 3 = U„ew3„. Then

for K compact in Q(X, Y), C compact in X, and U open in Y with

KEW(C, U), there is a PnE<? with CEPn and a finite union R of

members of 3 such that K~EW(Pn, R)EW(C, U).

Proof. We can assume (as we do hereafter) that the locally finite

families 3n (consisting of closed sets) are increasing, i.e., that 3„C3„+i

for each n £co and that (P is closed under the formation of finite inter-

sections and finite unions. Let 9Î„ be the family of all finite sub-

families of 3„. For FEQ(X, Y) and A EX, let F(A) = {/(*) :f£F and
xEA). Now K{C)EU and since the evaluation map (/, x)—*f(x)

from <5{X, Y) XC to Fis continuous (see, for instance, [l, 2.4, p. 260]
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or [3, Lemma 9.1]), K(C) is compact. For HCQ(X, Y), AQX and

03= {¿?i, Bit ■ ■ ■ , Bk\, where (B is a finite family of subsets of F,

let #(.4)<(B mean that H(A)Q\}(& and #(.4)05^0 for

i = \, 2, • • ■ , k. Then {œ|(BG9în, K(C)«$,, and U(BC£/j is finite,
since K(C) has a neighborhood which meets only finitely many

7"G3„ for each w£w. Let {(Bn| be an enumeration of those members

of U„ew 9în such that X(C)<(Bn and U(B„C£/ for each n, and let

(B'm = U"=1(B„. Let i?^=U(B'm. Now F= {x:K(x)C U} is open in X

[3, Lemma 9.2] and CC.V. Let {-PB} be an enumeration of those

members of (P such that CC-PnC F for each n, and let P'm = n™_1 P„.

We shall show that K(P'm)CZR'm for some w.

Suppose that K(P'm) ($LR'm for each m. Then for each m there is an

XmG-Pm such that K(xm)(^R'm. A = CU {xi, x2, • • • } is compact

[3, Lemma 8.l] and since ^4CF, K{A) is compact and K(A)CZU.

Thus 2sTG4)CU(BC£7 for some (BGU„eM9î„. Let P = Uf=1 7\ where
{r<}f=1 = (BG9tn for some «Gw. Let F=\l{Ti:Tir\K(C) = 0) and
let W=*U-F. Then W is open and .K(C) CWC U. Now F'

= \x:K(x)C.W}i^V is open and CÇ_V. Thus there is an m such

that CC-PÍ.C F' and consequently, K{P'm)CW. Then ^(xjCIFHi?

CR-FCK for some w. If n^m, then P^CPi, and .K(x,,)CP; and

if n^m, then PñCP'm so that K(xm)(ZRm. In either case we have a

contradiction to the choice of the xm's. Thus K(P'm)(ZR'm for some m

and hence KCW(P'm, R'm)CW(C, U).

Lemma 4. // Y is a paracompact it-space and X is a separable metric

space, then <3(X, F) is an espace.

Proof. Let {Pi, Pi, ■ ■ ■ } be a countable ¿-network for X (closed

under finite intersections) consisting of open sets, and let 3 = U„e» 3»

be a (r-locally finite ¿-network for F (consisting of closed sets). For

each w£co, let (B„ be a locally finite open cover of F such that each

-#G(B„ meets only finitely many TG3„. Let (R„ be the family of all

finite unions of members of 3„. (Here, we assume that 3„C3„+i for

each n.)

Now for each pair (n, iw)GwXco, let

SF»,« = {W(Pn, B r\ R) : B G œ», i? G <R»}.

Each SFn.m is locally finite, for if/GC(X, F), xm£Pm and £7 is a

neighborhood of/(xm) which meets only finitely many SG(B„, then

V=W(xm, U) is a neighborhood of/which meets W(Pm, B/^\R)E:^n,m

only if B meets £7, and since each -BG®„ meets only finitely many

TÇz3n, F meets only finitely many members of $n,m-

We shall show that the (cr-locally finite) family of all finite inter-
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sections of members of 3r= U \3n,m:(n, w)GwXw} is an S-^-network

for Q(X, Y), where S is the subbase consisting of all sets of the form

W(C, U), with C compact in X and U open in Y.

LetKEW(C, U)ES, with K compact in Q(X, Y). Then, by Lemma

3, there is a Pm and an PGôtn for some n, such that CEPm and

K(Pm)CREU. Let {Bi}Ui C®» be a cover of K(C). Since if is

evenly continuous on compacta [2, p. 236] and since Y is regular,

for each x£C, for each yEK(C) and for each Bi(y) such that

yEP>i(y), there is a neighborhood V(x) of x (in C) and a closed

neighborhood H^(y) of y (in K(C)) such that/(F(x))CPi(y) when-

ever /(x) G W(y) for all/G-K. Let { W;}*_i be a cover of K(C) (where

Wj=W(y,) ior some yjEK(C)) and let { Fi}t_i be a cover of C (where

Vk= V(xk) for some x*GC). Now there are compact subsets Ck such

that C = \Jl=1 Ck and CkEVk, k = \, 2, • • ■ , p [l, p. 152, 6.1]. Since

each Wj is closed, each iit,= \fEK:f(xk)EWj\ is compact and X is

the union of the Hk/s. Now for each k, Hk,EW(Ck, P») for some i.

Thus, as before, there is a Pk such that CkEPk and Hkj(Pk)EBi.

Since {Pi, P2, • • • } is closed under finite intersections, we may as-

sume that each PkEPm. Thus for each k, Hkj(Pk)EBii^R for some i.

Then

xcrliu w(Pk, Bi r\ r)\ e w(c, u).
4_1 \ i=l /

Finally, Hf„ j (Uj_i W(Pk, Bii~\R)) can be expressed as a finite union

of finite intersections of members of ï, and so by Lemma 2, <5(X, Y)

is an N-space.

Now in order to complete the proof of Theorem 1, we prove the

following highly specialized lemma and then show that the space

Q(X, Y) of Lemma 4 satisfies the conditions of this lemma.

First let us call a collection S of subsets of a space Z a subnetwork

for Z iff the family of all finite intersections of members of S is a net-

work for Z.

Lemma 5. Let S = U,ieaiSn be a subnetwork for a regular Ti-space Z

and suppose that for each n Gw, there is a locally finite open cover Vn of

Z each of whose members meets only finitely many members of S„. Then

Z is a paracompact a-space.

Proof. We may assume that SnC§n+i for each »Ga. The condition

on the t)„'s implies that S is <r-locally finite and consequently, so is

the family 3 of all finite intersections of members of S. Thus Z is a

(T-space. Let 3„ be the family of all finite intersections of members of

S„ so that 3 = U„Sù,3„ and each   VEVn meets only finitely many
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TG3„. For rG3„, let W(T, n) = U { V£V»: FH7V0} (sometimes
called the star of T with respect to D„ and written St(7\ Un))- Now

rCIF(r, n) and W(7\ m) is open. For zEZ,

U(z) = Z-U{C1(F):ZGC1(F), FGl3n}

is a neighborhood of z which meets W(T, n) only if there is a FG°U„

and a TG3„ such that FHZV0 and 2GC1(F). Since zGCl(F) for
only finitely many FGf» and since V(~\T¿¿0 for only finitely many

TG3n for each V£V„, *Wre= {W(T, n) : 7/G3„} is locally finite.

Now let 11 be an open cover of Z for each »Gw; let

3„(ll) = {T G 3„:T C UT for some t/T G 11}.

For each »£w and for each rG3„(ll), PC JF(r, n)C\ UT = W'(T) and

the family V?'n= {W(T) :rG3n(ll)} is locally finite. Then U„6w W¿

is a (r-locally finite open refinement of 11 and hence Z is paracompact.

Lemma 6. The space <B(X, F) of Lemma 4 satisfies the conditions of

Lemma 5.

Proof. Let D be a countable dense subset of X and let SD be the

collection of all nonempty finite subsets of D. Let {P„} be a countable

pseudobase for X consisting of open sets and let 3 = !_!„£„ 3„ be a

a-locally finite ¿-network for F consisting of closed sets, again assum-

ing that 3„C3n+i for each wGw. For a finite collection (R of subsets

of F and for E<ZX and ^ C^, let

[A, (R, E]

= {/ G C(X, F):/(^) C U(R,/(£) H 7/ ?i 0 for each 7/ G &}.

Then for (w, w)G«Xco and for EG 3D, let

5(w, m, £) = {[P„, (R, £]: (R C 3m}

and let

í = U {3{n,m, E):(n,m,E)EuX<aX 2û}.

We shall show that ï is a subnetwork for Q(X, Y) satisfying the con-

ditions of Lemma 5.

To show that 5 is a subnetwork, we need only show that if

/G W(C, U), with C compact in X and U open in F, then there is an

PGSF such that/GFCW(C, U). Now iffEW(C, U), then by Lemma
3, there is a Pn and a finite union Uf=1 Ti of members of 3m, for some

w, such that fEW(Pn, Uf=) r¿)CIF(C, Í7). We may assume that
<R= {Ti, T2, ■ ■ • , Tk} is an irreducible cover of/(P„) [l, p. 160, 1.1 ].

Since each Ti is closed,
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Pi = Ulr^y^iandl új ûk]

is closed and since Ot is irreducible, we have that (Y—Fi)r\f(Pn) is

nonempty and is contained in P¿. Thus for i^i^k, there is an

XiEPnr\D such that/(xj) G P.-. Then, for E= {xi, x2, • ■ • , x*)G£>,

/G[Pn, <R,£]CW(C, ¿7).
Now it suffices to show that, for (n, m, £)GuXwX3), each

fEG(X, Y) has a neighborhood which meets only finitely many

members of $(n, m, E) and that the collection of all these neighbor-

hoods is locally finite. Fix n, m, and E and let U(f) be an open

neighborhood of f(E) which meets only finitely many TG3m. "11

= { U(f) :fE&(X, Y)} covers Y and so 'U has a locally finite open re-

finement V. Let Vf be a finite subcollection of V such that f(E)EUvf

and/(P)r\ V^ 0 for each VEVf. Then

(E, Vf) = \g:g(E) C Ul)/ and g(E) (~\ V ^ 0 for each F G Vf}

is a neighborhood of / which meets only finitely many members of

5(n, m, E). Finally, for fE&(X, Y),f(E) has a neighborhood U which
meets only finitely many VEV. Then W(E, U) is a neighborhood of

/ which meets only finitely many members of

{(E,vay.gEe(x, Y)}.

That completes the proof.

It should be noted that the first part of the proof of Lemma 6

implies that, if Y is an N-space (not necessarily paracompact) and X

is separable metric, then Q(X, Y) is a a-space. For in that part of the

proof, no use was made of the paracompact character of Y. Also as a

corollary to Theorem 1, we have that &(X, Y) is paracompact when-

ever X is separable metric and Y is metric.
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